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An alternative way of looking at our results
is in terms of the purity of the cesium ground
state. If some p state is present so that the
wave function takes the form Is) +a Ip), then
the dipole moment of the atom is given by

d = -e(s Ir IP)(a+a'),

where we have adopted the phase convention
in which the matrix element of r is real. %e
assume that any admixture is due to an inter-
nal interaction within the atom. Such an inter-
action must violate parity in order to admix
a p state into an s state. It must also violate
time-reversal invariance in order to ensure
that the admixture coefficient a is real; other-
wise the dipole moment will vanish. From
our measured limit on the edm of the atom we
deduce that

ta ~
&2 x So-"

where we have obtained a rough value of the
matrix element of r from the atomic polariza-
bility. " To illustrate the order of magnitude
of this limit, we calculate the admixture of p
state into the ground s state in cesium that
one would expect due to parity-nonconserving
weak interactions. Carhart' has calculated
the admixture of 2p state into the 2s state of
hydrogen. His theory can readily be applied
to cesium, and we find )a ) =10 ' . This ad-
mixture is pure imaginary so that a+a*=0,
and the edm is zero as it must be since Car-

hart's theory is time-reversal invariant. None-
theless, the fact that weak interactions can
produce admixtures of the same order as our
experimental limits suggests that if time-re-
versal invariance is violated in the weak in-
teractions a measurable edm of the cesium
atom might result.
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of Mr. John Carrico who aided with much of
the data taking.
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MULTIMODE EFFECTS IN STIMULATED RAMAN EMISSION
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The multimode structure of high-power Q-
switched lasers has been shown to have an im-
portant effect on the second-harmonic gener-
ation of light. ' The present note calls attention
to the even more pronounced effects of the spa-
tial and temporal distribution of the laser modes
on the stimulated Raman emission.

Consider the generation of Stokes radiation
by two laser modes, represented by plane waves
at the same frequency cvL but traveling in slight-
ly different directions. The wave vectors are
denoted by kL and kL', with corresponding com-
plex amplitudes EL and EL'. The usual notion
is that the gain for each mode at the Stokes fre-

quency is proportional to the laser intensity
I ELI'+I EL'I'. Consider, however, the pair
of Stokes modes for which kL-kS = kL'-kSi.
The coupled amplitude equations' describing
the growth of these modes are

dE /dz =C(IE I2+IE 'I }E +CE *'E ES L L S L L S"
dE, /dz = CE 'E *E C+II EI'+ I E ' I' )E (1)S' L L S L L S"
where the constant C is related to the Raman
susceptibility at resonance )(S"(0) by

C = (2w(u '/c'0 ) I )f
"(0) I .S zs S

720
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The eigenvalues of the imaginary part of the
propagation vector, or the exponential gain con-
stantgS, are given by

g =C(IE I'+IE 'I'+IE E 'I). (3
S

For l EL t = I EL' I the coupled Stokes mode with
a ratio of the complex amplitudes Es/Esi
= exp[i(yl yl-')], or IESI = IES I and ps -es
= qL'-yL, has a gain which is 1.5 times the
average gain, or three times larger than the
other mode for which t ES ~ =

~ &S~ t, but pS -pS
= v+ (&pl '-@L). The physical meaning is clear:
If the two original Stokes modes interfere con-
structively in the same region in which the la-
ser modes interfere constructively, a larger
gain results.

It is possible to extend this consideration to
pairs of Stokes modes which have exact momen-
tum matching in the transverse direction, but
have a small mismatch along the z direction
which may be taken along kL. The vector kL'
makes an angle ~L' and kS and angle 8S with
the z direction. I et kS' be the vector of a Stokes
mode that preserves transverse momentum,
kS(sin8S -sln8S) =kL sin8L ', then if the mis-
match along the z direction is given by a sim-
ple geometr ical consideration,

ak =k '+A
z Sz Lz L Sz

= —,'8 'k (8 '+8 -8 ').
S L

For 8L'-10 and HS-10 ' radian, the waves
remain in phase for about 5 to 10 cm. There-
fore, Stokes radiation within 0.5 of the forward
or baclovard direction can take full advantage
of the increased gain over this length, if the
laser power is divided over two modes.

Consider next N spatial laser modes at the
same frequency. The N modes may be repre-
sented by plane waves passing through an area
A into a solid angle dL, N=AAL 'dQL. A pair
of Stokes waves with propagation vectors kS
and kS' is coupled together by a term
Cgig EL iEL&~5(&kx)5(&k&). The 5 functions
insure transverse momentum matching, e.g. ,
4A~ =kg ~ ~-AL

& ~+AS -kS '=0. A large
number of Stokes modes are thus coupled togeth-
er, leading to a determinantal problem of high
order. The coupled modes with the largest roots
for the gain constant are of most interest. The
average gain for all modes is equal to the usu-
al value CQ IEL I2, as follows immediately
from the trace.

Assume that the N laser waves have equal
amplitudes, but statistically independent, uni-
formly distributed random phases. This mod-
el may not be a good approximation for the field
from a high-powered laser, but it allows the
calculation of a definite result to illustrate the
basic idea. Cut the cross section of the beam
into N elements, dA; =A/¹ The amplitude of
the laser field in this element will be given

by the two-dimensional random walk of N steps.
If N is large, the intensity distribution over
the cross section will be given by an exponen-
tia1. function. Consider the linear combination
of Stokes waves that peaks the amplitude in the
same element dA;, where the laser amplitude
has a maximum. This coupled Stokes mode will
have maximum gain. The distribution function
of the Stokes gain is also given by an exponen-
tial law in this model,

sv(g )dg

=(COKIE

.I') 'exp(-g /CQIE I'dg . .s s S Lj S'

The probability to have at least one normal
mode with a gain coefficient larger than the
average gain by a factor in% is 1-e '=0.63.
The observed Stokes intensity will arise pre-
dorninantly from the few modes with an excep-
tionally large gain constant. The waves in the
Stokes oscillator have an almost uncanny abil-
ity to match their relative phases to those that
happen to be present in the laser waves to max-
imize the gain. In a Stokes amplifier the rel-
ative phases in the input are in general not so
accommodated. The initial gain in a Stokes
amplifier will be well represented by the aver-
age value with statistical fluctuations around
it. The initial gain in a Stokes oscillator is
higher by a factor lnN, which lies between 4
and S for 10' to 10' laser modes. This en-
hanced gain will fade away after about 5-10
cm path length because then the favorable phase
relationships are lost according to Eq. (4).
Optical inhomogeneities may also be expected
to become an important factor over about the
same length.

It is believed that the multimode structure
is the reason for the sharp peaking of the Stokes
intensity in the forward direction. Geometri-
cal factors are not sufficient to explain this,
nor the fact that it is an order of magnitude
more difficult to construct a Raman laser with
the Stokes beam going in a different direction
than the the laser beam. In this case relative
phase matching and the beneficial factor in%
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does not apply, as Eq. (4) indicates that for
8S the phase mismatch exp(ib. kz) averages out
the cross-coupling terms.

The most striking experimental evidence
comes, however, from experiments by Lalle-
mand and by Bret. ' They have shown indepen-
dently that the gain per unit length in a first
Raman cell of 10-cm length is much higher
than in subsequent cells used as amplifiers.
The gain decreases but does not completely
saturate. No significant depletion of the laser
power occurs. These results are consistent
with the multimode picture.

The objection may be raised that large devi-
ations from the average laser intensity over
the cross section are not observed. The inten-
sity pattern will, however, change many times
during a giant laser pulse of duration tp. Even
for a spectral distribution as narrow as 0.005
cm ' and a pulse as short as 10 ' sec, the num-
ber of different temporal modes hcotp is about
10. The intensity integrated over the pulse

duration may be quite uniform over the cross
section, but the instantaneous distribution is
not.

Turning from the spatial to the temporal dis-
tribution of modes, consider the case that the
laser intensity contains two mell-separated fre-
quency components with well-defined phases,
EL and EL &. The frequency spacing 4 is sup-
posed to be a fraction of the Raman linewidth
I. One might think that the laser lines would

generate a single sharp Stokes line at ML+ 22

(Jovib by Raman laser action, because the vi-
brational level is homogeneously broadened.
It is easy to show, however, that a mixed mode
conta, ining two frequencj. es' ~S ~L ~ .

b a,nd

(8S++, will have a larger exponential gain,
by an analysis similar to that contained in Eqs.
(1)-(3). One can do still better by also admix-
ing Fourier components at mS+ n4 with proper-
ly chosen relative phases. Introduce the no-
tation yS(n&) for the complex Raman suscep-
tibility with an offset nb from exact resonance.
The component at uS+nh is coupled by the re-
lation

2wi(&u +nh)' 'dE

c'k =(q (n~)IE I'+X (n~ ~)IE I'}E
'S, -~

The strong dispersion in the Raman suscep-
tibility makes it difficult to obtain a solution
in closed form. Side bands generated by a,cous-
tic modulation of the optical index of refraction
have been discussed by Brillouin and by Raman
and Nath. ' In our case the presence of the la-
ser components modulates the optical index
at the difference frequency ~. The problem
is complicated by the variation of the complex
coupling constant XS. It may be inferred from
perturbation theory that the ratio of the ampli-
tudes of successive Fourier components is ap-
proximately given by IES &/ES („
-I)fS(n&)/yS"(0)i. For b &0.1I', the Fourier
components will essentially have comparable
intensity within the width of the resonance curve
for l XS I, which has a full width at half maxi-
mum of 2WSI'. In the wings the intensity will
drop rapidly.

At the same time additional side bands are
generated at the laser frequency. A component
at coL+M is, for example, created by a non-
linear polarization )f(b.)E& &ES~ES (
These new Fourier components have about the
same intensity and the same angular distribu-

tion as the corresponding Stokes components.
Although the Stokes intensity seldom amounts

to more than 10% of the original laser inten-
sity, it is nevertheless always sufficient to cre-
ate several higher orders of Stokes lines at
~L-2~ b, etc. The effectiveness of the Stokes
light as a pump is probably due to its multimode
character. The number of Stokes modes ex-
cited will usually be larger than 10'. This in-
creases the maximum second-order Stokes gain
by a factor in%-15 to 20.

The generation of anti-Stokes radiation is
coup1.ed to that of Stokes radiation in a mode
with mixed character and exponential gain. '
This coupling is only strong near the condition
of momentum matching. Side bands near the
anti-Stokes frequency will also be admixed.
The frequency component co~+n& is, for ex-
ample, coupled by a nonlinear polarization
lf ELE& &ES („1)&*.This component is at-
tenuated by the degenerative diagonal terms
-I ~"(na)i IEL PE „~-Ix "(na-a)i IE& ~ I'

XE~ z~. Since the imaginary part drops rap-
idly away from resonance, the generation of
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anti-Stokes frequencies in the wings of the res-
onance is relatively favored. ' The component
~~+M can also be generated by terms of the
form y(0)ELES*EI ~+X(b)EIES r, *El
etc. The magnitude of this term is comparable
to the terms involved in the generation of sec-
ond-order Stokes radiation. The momentum-
matching condition also favors this path for
the creation of anti-Stokes intensity, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Because A'L „~ may make
an angle 0 with AL, it is possible to choose a
Stokes direction about 0.58 closer to kL. Be-
cause the Stokes intensity drops rapidly with
increasing 8, this choice increases the coupling
with the corresponding anti-Stokes component
considerably. It is emitted in a cone with an

apex half-angle 8, + ~e, where ~, is the phase-
matched angle for a strictly parallel laser beam.
This mechanism can thus account for rather
broad anti-Stokes cones with the center of grav-
ity occurring at an angle considerably larger
than 80. The magnitude ~8 may vary between
0.2 and about 1'. Such features have been re-
ported by several workers. ' It also accounts
for the dark absorption" at ~z, because this
frequency is most strongly attenuated in all
directions, except near 80.

The anti-Stokes intensity is sufficient to cre-
ate in turn several higher order anti-Stokes
components, ~~+ = ~L + 2~vib, etc. Again the
multimode effect will increase the effectiveness
of these conversions. Their frequency distri-
bution will be determined by successive con-
volutions of the original frequency distributions.
The component ~«+2n4 may, for example,
be created by a nonlinear polarization )f(nA)
xE~ ~EBS z~ and a component at ~~~
+3n& by g(2nh)E& n&EI n&ES n~*. There
are many other possible combinations. The
broadening of higher order Stokes lines pro-
ceeds in a similar manner. Since usually three
or more orders of Stokes and anti-Stokes lines
are observed, the beating back and forth between
the various orders occurs about four times.
A total width of the frequency distribution of

4x2v3I' may be expected. With I'=3 cm ' for
nitrobenzene, this leads to a total width, mea-
sured between points of half-maximum inten-
sity, of about 40 cm '. The detailed shape of
the spectral distribution depends in an intricate
manner on the interference of parametric cou-
pling terms between many modes. The observed
asymmetry in the distributions may be caused
by the asymmetry in l XSt, due to the contribu-
tion of the nonresonant part of the nonlinear
susceptibility.

Stoicheff'o reported frequency distributions
is essential accord with these considerations,
when the laser pulse in his experiments con-
tained two strong frequency components with
a spacing 4=0.8 cm '. Without special pre-
cautions most high-powered laser pulses will
contain several frequency components in an
interval of about 1 cm '. This will cause an
essentially continuous frequency distribution
around the various Stokes and anti-Stokes fre-
quencies. If the initial laser emission is nar-
rower than 0.01I', the first-order Stokes broad-
ening will not be able to fill the width of the
vibrational resonance I". In this case all dis-
tributions will remain narrow and the ideal case
of stimulated Raman emission by a monochro-
matic laser is approached.

The multimode structure of the laser beam
seriously complicates the theoretical interpre-
tation, because a very large number of waves
has to be considered simultaneously. This semi-
quantitative description of the characteristics
of the solution provides a possible explanation
for the many features of the observed spatial
and frequency distributions in stimulated Ra-
man emission. Since the multimode structure
is different for different lasers and may vary
from pulse to pulse, it accounts for the vari-
ety in detail reported by different workers.
In particular, it highlights the difficulty in ob-
taining reliable quantitative values for the Ra-
man susceptibility. The initial gain in a Raman
oscillator free to choose the relative phases
of its component modes can be much higher
than in a Raman amplifier cell.

eo+ ~i~ e
e kL„&

FIG. 1. An effective path for anti-Stokes genera-
tion. New parametrically generated components near
the laser frequency are used, as explained ih the
text.
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In this Letter we present the results of re-
cent measurements of mass doublets which
allow calculation of the mass of hydrogen and
the two stable isotopes of chlorine. The mea-
surements were made on the 16-inch mass
spectrometer at the University of Minnesota'
with a recent, refinement in the peak-matching
technique. In this technique, the peak shapes
of the two ion groups composing the mass
doublet are digitized and stored in the memory
of a digital-memory oscilloscope. By inverting
the wave form of one ion group previous to
storage, an error signal proportional to dou-
blet mismatch grows in the oscilloscope mem-
ory. Use of this error signal improves the
precision of matching approximately 10 times
over the precision of our previous method,
since the storage technique greatly improves
the signal-to-noise ratio of an individual
matching.

The major isotope of hydrogen is the most
important secondary mass standard. Since
the adoption of C" as the mass standard, there
have been no mass spectroscopic determina-
tions of the mass of hydrogen. Previous to
the adoption of C" as a mass standard, the
mass of hydrogen was determined together
with a number of other secondary standards
by means of a group of independent doublet
measurements. The use of C" as a standard
has now permitted the direct measurement
of H' in a single doublet. The doublet measured
for the determination of the hydrogen mass
was C j j H22 Cy2Hj 0 which reduces to a measure-
ment of 12 hydrogen atoms against one carbon
atom. The ions for this doublet are molecular
ions of the hydrocarbon compounds undecene
and biphenyl, respectively. Choice of molec-
ular ions eliminates a possible systematic
error resulting from initial ion energy. The

Present value
Previous Minnesota valuea
Smith
Konig, Mattauch, and Wapstrac
Mattauch, Thiele, and Wapstra

1.00782522+ 3
l. 007 82470 +20
l. 007 824 93 + 30
1.00782522 + 8
l. 007 825 19+ 8

Reference 1.
bValue calculated from values given in reference

3 converted to C~2 scale, and errors multiplied by
ratio of external-to-internal error as suggested by
author.

Reference 4.
Reference 5.

result of the doublet measurement is deaf
=0.0939027*4 u. We have considered in this
result the effect of differing atomic binding
energy in the two molecules making up the
doublet. This energy difference is estimated
to be about 27 electron volts, less than @ of
the quoted error, and has been thus neglected.

The value of the hydrogen mass calculated
from this doublet is shown in Table I. Also
shown are the values of a previous measure-
ment on the same spectrometer at this labo-
ratory, ' as well as a value calculated from
measurements obtained by Smith3 employing
a mass synchrometer. The disagreement be-
tween the present value and the previous
Minnesota values appears to be consistent
with the finding of K5nig, Mattauch, and
Wapstra4 that the ratio of external error to
internal error was 2.65 for doublets measured
at the time the previous result was obtained.
The values of Konig, Mattauch, and Wapstra
and Mattauch, Thiele, and Wapstra' are from
consistent lists of nuclidic masses computed
with least-squares methods from all signifi-
cant experimental mass measurement and
reaction data available in 1961 and 1963, re-

Table I. Hydrogen mass on scale C2 = 12 u.


